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CURRICULUM LINK: ORAL REPORT
‘Oral Reports give students experience in selecting and organising
information that will suit specific purposes, situations and audiences.’
PDST, Five Components of Effective Oral Language Instruction, A Guide to the
Teaching and Learning of Oral Language, (Dublin 2014)

Context...To familiarise the students with concepts and language
relating to the theatre/play by using the poster for the production.
Skills... Select and organise information, identify key facts, contextualise
information, explain and compress information.
(Five Components of Effective Language Instruction)

ACTIVITY_DISCUSSION
·

Has anyone been to the theatre before?

·

Where? What did you see? What was it like?

·

How would a theatre company let us know they were putting on a play?

·

One way is a poster. What might a poster tell us?

Show the class the poster (Pg. 7)
·

Does this poster for tells us these things? Is there anything we missed?

·

What can you see?

·

What do you think it is trying to tell us?

·

Why? What can you see that suggests that?

The play is the work of the playwright who has written the script.
The production is how the play is done. It is the work of a team of people e.g. director,
designers, actors.
SWANSONG was written by playwright Shane O’Reilly. This production was made by
Barnstorm Theatre Company.
When you enter the auditorium you will see the set.
The set can tell you things about the production of the play you are about to see.
On the next page, you will see a photograph of the model box, a built-to-scale model of
the set. The director and actors will have the model box with them when they rehearse.

Show the class the photograph of the model box (Pg. 8)
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ACTIVITY
·

What can you see?

·

What does it tell us?

·

Why do you think the set looks like this?

·

Who decided that the set would look like this? *

·

Who else is involved is what we see on the stage? **

·

What is the difference between watching a play on stage and watching tv?

·

Would you behave differently?

·

Why?

·

How?

* The director and set designer. They work in collaboration. They discuss what is wanted
and what is needed. The set designer then produces sketches of what the set will look
like and show the director. There may have to be changes made. This may happen a
few times. When the director and set designer are in agreement, the model box is
made.
Worksheet - Before We Go (Pg. 9)
These discussions can be followed by the worksheet which can be done individually or in pairs and
can be either a written or oral .

** Lighting designer; costume designer; sound designer; stage manager; actors
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Before we go...
What is the name of the play? _________________________________________________
Where does the story take place? ______________________________________________
When does the story take place? ______________________________________________
What do you think the play will be about? ______________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Who wrote the play?
Who made the play?

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Name one thing you know about the company? _______________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Where is the play on?

_______________________________________________________

When are you going to see it? _________________________________________________
Is this your first trip to see a play? _______________________________________________
What are you feeling about going to see the play?______________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Name four things you might see in the theatre __________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Name four people involved in making the play
1.

__________________________________

2.

__________________________________

3.

__________________________________

4.

__________________________________

Write down up to ten words that come to your mind when you read the line:
‘...a boy is on a journey that he didn’t choose to a place he has never been’
1.

__________________________

6.

__________________________

2.

__________________________

7.

__________________________

3.

__________________________

8.

__________________________

4.

__________________________

9.

__________________________

5.

__________________________

10. ___________________________
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A Trip to the Theatre
At the ____________ you are the _____________.
It is different than _______________ the _______________ or a
______________.
You are in the same room as the ___________.
They can do their job best when you ___________ and
_____________ carefully.
Parts of the play may be __________, ________ or __________.
The ___________ like when the _____________ react to the play.
At the end, if the you enjoyed the ____________, you show the
________________ by ______________________.
***********************************************************
Actors

Applauding
Listen

Television

Movie

Audience
Sad

Theatre

Watch
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Funny

Happy

Show
Watching
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*****************************************************************

We hope you enjoy the show.
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Tá turas go dtí an amharclann
Ag an

tá tú ag an

Tá sé difriúil ná féachaint ar

an nó ar

Tá tú sa seomra céanna leis na

Is féidir leo a gcuid oibre a fearr má tá tú ag
agus ag
go cúramach.

D'fhéadfadh páirteanna de an dráma a bheith
nó

Ag an deireadh, má bhain tú sult as an dráma a
thaispeáint dó le

Tá súil againn go mbainfidh tú taitneamh as an dráma.
***********************************************
amharclann greannmhar bualadh bos teilifís lucht féachana
éisteacht féachaint
sásta scannán haisteoirí brónach
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A Trip to the Theatre

Below are words used in the theatre. They are hidden in the box above in all
kind of directions. Can you find them?

Actor

Character

Playwright

Sound

Applause

Costume

Script

Stage

Audience

Director

Seat

Theatre

Auditorium

Lighting

Set

Ticket

One word is missing. Which one? ______________________
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Swansong Wordsearch

Below are words found in the play. They are hidden in the box above in all
kind of directions. Can you find them?

Beethoven

Crisps

Mozart

Biodegrade

Decompose

Odyssey

Bin

Digging

Running

Boy

Forest

Teacher

Cartographer

Man

Viola

Cello

Mother

Violin
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Swansong Wordsearch Solutions
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RECALLING THE PLAY: TIMES OF UNCERTAINTY
CURRICULUM LINK: ENGLISH_ORAL DEVELOPMENT
SPHE_COOPERATION
ACTIVITY- RECALLING THE PLAY
Now that you have seen the play write down up to ten words that come to
your mind when you read the line:

‘ ...a boy is on a journey that he didn’t choose to a place
he has never been’
1.

__________________________

6.

__________________________

2.

__________________________

7.

__________________________

3.

__________________________

8.

__________________________

4.

__________________________

9.

__________________________

5.

__________________________

10. ___________________________

ACTIVITY- ORAL DEVELOPMENT
Team up in pairs and small groups. Do you have any of the same words?
Discuss with your partner or group why you all chose the words you did?

ACTIVITY DEVELOPMENT - COOPERATION AND NEGOTIATION
In your pairs or group, you will, using both your lists, decide which ten words
capture the play the best for you and make a new list of those words.
Then each pair will meet another pair and repeat the process. You cannot
introduce new words each list must be made up from the words of the last
list you have just made.

Note for teacher: You can continue bringing pairs and groups together until the whole class is deciding on what ten words to agree on.
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ACTIVITY– REFRESHING YOUR MEMORY

Tick ü

or X for FALSE beside each statement

MAN
The man is old.
At first the man was frightened when the boy appeared.
The man was digging potatoes.
The man was living under a curse.
The man objected to the boy littering.
The man liked Cheese & Onion Crisps best.
The man teaches the boy the end of the piece of music.
The man keeps the violin for himself when the boy leaves.

BOY
The boy enters dramatically.
The boy is always polite to the old man.
The boy is generous and shares his crisps.

The boy asks the man if he is senile.
The boy says that he is running away.
The boy wants his school bag buried because it is weighing him down.
The boy says that swans sing very well.
The boy finally plays the piece of music very well.
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ACTIVITY– REFRESHING YOUR MEMORY—ANSWERS

Tick ü

or X for FALSE beside each statement

MAN
The man is old.

ü

At first the man was frightened when the boy appeared.

ü

The man was digging potatoes.

X

The man was living under a curse.

ü

The man objected to the boy littering.

ü

The man liked Cheese & Onion Crisps best.

X

The man teaches the boy the end of the piece of music.

X

The man keeps the violin for himself when the boy leaves.

X

BOY
The boy enters dramatically.

ü

The boy is always polite to the old man.

X

The boy is generous and shares his crisps.

X

The boy asks the man if he is senile.

ü

The boy says that he is running away.

ü

The boy wants his school bag buried because it is weighing him down.X
The boy says that swans sing very well.

X

The boy finally plays the piece of music very well.

ü
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LIVING IN UNCERTAIN TIMES
MAN

And...how far left do you have to go?

BOY

Dunno

MAN

You don’t know where you are going?

BOY

No

MAN

Do you know where you are?

BOY

-

Some open-ended questions to provoke discussion
·

Where do you think the man was?

Why?

·

Where do you think the boy was going?

Why?

·

Where do you think the boy came from?

Why?

·

How do you think the boy feels about not knowing? Why?

We all have times in our lives when we are uncertain. What kind of things would make
us feel uncertain? How do we feel when we are unsure or uncertain what is going to
happen next? Recently we were all living in an uncertain time because we were experiencing a pandemic, something that has not happened in one hundred years. What
kind of feelings do you think people felt?
Break the class into smaller groups. Give each group an ’uncertainty’ card (Pg. 19).
Assign or ask each group to choose two to four situations from the card to discuss by
asking themselves the following questions.
·

How might a child feel in this situation?

·

How might a child find help in this situation?

The ‘Uncertainty’ situations:
·

Someone close to the child has COVID. The person is sick.

·

A child has to leave their home suddenly with their family due to war. They are a
refugee arriving in Ireland

·

A child is moving to secondary school soon. Their friends are going somewhere
else.

·

A child’s parents has told them that they are moving house. The child has never
heard of the town they will be moving to. They just know it is far away

·

A parent has a job to do in another country. They are unsure when they will be
back. The child must remain at home with their other parent.

·

A child has to leave their home suddenly due to war. They are arriving in Ireland
where they hope the rest of their family will arrive.
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FOR PHOTOCOPYING

Someone close to the child has COVID.
The person is sick.

A child is moving to secondary school
soon. Their friends are going somewhere
else.

A child’s parents has told them that they
A child has to leave their home suddenly
are moving house. The child has never
with their family due to war. They are a refheard of the town they will be moving to.
ugee arriving in Ireland
They just know it is far away
A child has to leave their home suddenly
due to war. They are arriving in Ireland
where they hope the rest of their family will
arrive.

A parent has a job to do in another country. They are unsure when they will be
back. The child must remain at home with
their other parent.

Someone close to the child has COVID.
The person is sick.

A child is moving to secondary school
soon. Their friends are going somewhere
else.

A child’s parents has told them that they
A child has to leave their home suddenly
are moving house. The child has never
with their family due to war. They are a refheard of the town they will be moving to.
ugee arriving in Ireland
They just know it is far away
A child has to leave their home suddenly
due to war. They are arriving in Ireland
where they hope the rest of their family will
arrive.

A parent has a job to do in another country. They are unsure when they will be
back. The child must remain at home with
their other parent.

Someone close to the child has COVID.
The person is sick.

A child is moving to secondary school
soon. Their friends are going somewhere
else.

A child’s parents has told them that they
A child has to leave their home suddenly
are moving house. The child has never
with their family due to war. They are a refheard of the town they will be moving to.
ugee arriving in Ireland
They just know it is far away
A child has to leave their home suddenly
due to war. They are arriving in Ireland
where they hope the rest of their family will
arrive.

A parent has a job to do in another country. They are unsure when they will be
back. The child must remain at home with
their other parent.
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RECALLING THE PLAY - DEALS
CURRICULUM LINK: SPHE/ENGLISH

ACTIVITY_DEALS
Hand out the sections of script (Pg. 24). Ask for different volunteers to read out each section of script.
Divide the class into groups.
Each group chooses someone to take notes (the recorder) and one person to feedback on each
deal (the reporters).
Who is making the deal?
What did each character want from the deal?
Discuss what the character(s) were thinking or feeling when they made the deal?
Discuss what did the character(s) want from the deal?
Discuss what they felt about the outcome of the deal?
Discuss whether the deal was fair for all involved?

·
·
·
·
·
·

Each reporter feedback to the class what was discussed.

ACTIVITY_WHY I DO WHAT I DO?
Sometimes we do things for others because
·

we want to,

·

we have to,

·

is the kind thing

·

we make a promise,

·

because we make a deal.

Are there any other reasons why we do things for others? Add any suggestions to the list.
This can be done individually, in groups or a whole class discussion, or it can be done as a
written exercise for sentence structure.
Name one thing you do because you want to, have to, made a deal etc. and why?

ACTIVITY_DISCUSSION
MAN

I pride myself on being a man of my word, which is a lot easier when
you don’t make deals and promises.

·

What does MAN mean?

·

What are the advantages of this and who does it advantage? Why?

·

What are the disadvantages of this and who does it out at a disadvantage? Why?
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WORKSHEET - Deals
Read each ‘DEAL’ aloud, then answer the following questions:
·

Who is involved in making the deal?

·

What did each character want from the deal?

·

What are he character(s) were thinking or feeling when they made the deal?

·

What did the character(s) want from the deal?

·

What they felt about the outcome of the deal?

·

Was the deal was fair for all involved?

DEAL ONE_The Man and the Boy

BOY

Offloading the violin will make the journey easier for me.

MAN

Right

BOY

And I have calculated that losing the crisp in exchange for getting rid of the
burden of my violin is a good deal. I’ve decided that you can have a
crisp.
A crisp.

MAN

DEAL TWO_The Boy and his Mother
BOY
MAN
BOY
MAN
BOY
MAN

My teacher promised me that she would teach me this one piece of
music. We made a deal.
Oh.
It was going well. Then, just when we got to the final section. She quit.
Wow.
She broke her promise. A crook and a liar.
She sounds awful.

DEAL THREE_The Man and the Bird
MAN

No no, a Bustard is a type of Bird. Tetrax Tertax! Magical things, mischievous
and old as time. So, I came across this little bird who took pity on me and my
un-eventful career. The bird offered me a deal. It said that it would make sure
that swansong would be heard by every person that had ever lived, and all
that I had to do in return was promise that I would be there to hear it. Which
seemed like a great deal to me! I would finally be famous, known to everyone
in the entire world. And so, I shook on the deal.
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RECALLING THE PLAY: Being Good At Something
Curriculum Link: SPHE
Section 1
MAN

Right... When I was a young musician I wrote a piece of music that I was extremely
proud of called swansong. I wanted everyone who ever lived to hear it.

BOY

That’s ambitious.

MAN

I was very ambitious, maybe a little greedy. I wanted to be the most famous and
renowned musician of all time. However, as the years of my life passed me by no
one really gave my music any notice. My career was un-eventful, mediocre. Then,
when I became older - as old as I am now I suppose - I became bitter about the lack
of fame and acclaim that I had achieved. I couldn’t accept that I would leave no
impact on the world, no trace.

Section 2
BOY

Don’t mention that my vibrato wasn’t great, she was always fussing at me over
that.

MAN

I won’t.

BOY

Tell her I was better than you.

MAN

Well now… that’s a bit of a stretch.

BOY

Ok then, just tell her that I played it right to the end. And that I was happy.

MAN

That, I can do.

The Man and the Boy obviously both loved to play music. They wanted different things from
playing music. The boy worked hard at it and wanted to finish the piece he had begun to
learn. We all have things that we are good at, we want to be good at and things we will be
good at but may need to practice.

ACTIVITY_Drama
Everyone stands in a circle. Or this can be done at desks in the class.
Tell everyone the script ‘This is…… and they like to ……. because……..’ e.g. This is BOY and they
like to play violin because they l want to finish a piece they are learning.’
Allow everyone to discuss the things they like to do with the people beside them or with their
partner.
In a circle each person introduces the person on their right inserting what they have learnt into
the script. In pairs, each partner introduces the other by saying the given script, inserting their
partner’s information and acting out the talent or hobby when they are saying it.

ACTIVITY_Human Bingo
Give each child the talent bingo sheet (Pg. 26) and a pencil. The class mingles. If you meet
someone that says they are good at one of the talents on your card you write their name over
it. You cannot have the same name more than once. First person to fill their card wins.
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CARING

FOOTBALL

DANCING

FOR
ANIMALS

COOKING
PLAYING

ART

A

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

TELLING

DOING
HAIR

SWIMMING

LISTENING

CLIMBING
TAKING

SPORT

JOKES

PHOTOGRAPHS

GAMING
HELPING

MAKE-UP

BAKING
ORGANISING

READING

SINGING

BEING
DRAWING

WRITING
STORIES

MUSIC

KIND

I am good at ___________________________________________
I want to be good at ____________________________________
I will be good at _________________________________________
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RECALLING THE PLAY - STORIES
CURRICULUM LINK: ENGLISH
ACTIVITY_EMPATHY
Empathy means to understand and share feelings with another person. When we go to
see a show, or a film or read a book, we may ‘empathise’ with the protagonist. The
protagonist is the character we follow through the story, the character we identify with
as we read or watch a story.
Resource: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Itp21tly8nM
It is easier to empathise with a character if we know a little bit about what may be happening for them and trying to understand it through their eyes.
Protagonists have characteristics which set them apart from other characters e.g. villains, allies, etc.

·

They are driven by a goal, duty, or curiosity.
They have a relatable character flaw.
They are loyal to cause, family, and allies.
They experiences change.
They are brave and courageous.
They have a hidden power/talent/virtue that they may not be aware of yet
We feel we can trust or like them

·

Who is the protagonist of SWANSONG?

·

What is their goal?

·

What is their flaw?

·

Who are they loyal to or who they become loyal to?

·

What change do they experience?

·

What hidden power/talent/virtue do they have?

·

What does our protagonist do or say that makes us like or trust them?

·
·
·

·
·
·

Name some protagonists you know from books you have read or films you have
watched? Choose one and answer the above questions.
Note to teacher: You might like to use these questions in relation to a story that the class
are working on at the moment.
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WORKSHEET_THE SHAPE OF STORIES

Here is a format that most stories will fit into. Noah’s Ark is a good example.
1 Characters

2 Location - Mesopotamia

3 Problem - Rained for 40 days

4 Solution - Builds an ark for family and animals

Fill in the details for SWANSONG
1 Characters

2 Location

3 Problem

4 Solution
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WORKSHEET_THE SHAPE OF STORIES

Fill in the boxes to plan your own story

1 Characters

2 Location

3 Problem

4 Solution

Using your characters, location, problem and solution, write or tell your story
for others
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BEYOND THE PLAY - MYTHS
CURRICULUM LINK: ENGLISH
MAN

A swansong is the song that a swan sings in their final precious moments
on earth. Before…

BOY

They die.

MAN

The swan swims away from the rest of their flock, off to a quiet place. And
when the swan is completely alone it opens its beak and sends a beautiful and
melodious song out into the world before it passes away.

The BOY laughs.

SWANSONG EXPLAINED
A swan song is a final composition or performance, given before dying or retirement.
The term swan song originates from the legend that, while they are mute during the rest
of their lives, swans sing beautifully and mournfully just before they die.
This isn't actually the case - swans, even the inaccurately named Mute Swans, because
as BOY rightly points out to MAN, they honk and have a variety of vocal sounds and they

don't sing before they die.
The idea that they sing ‘a beautiful and melodious song’ before they die is a myth.
The full name for the most common swans we have in Ireland is Mute Swans. Mute
means silent, unable to speak or sing. The legend is that swans sing just once, that is before they die. This makes the piece of music that the old man and the boy play together
extra special.
Singing swans have a very special place in Irish mythology and feature in the most famous of all Irish legends, The Children of Lir (Pg. 32)
Or a spoken story can be accessed through Dublin City Libraries here:
https://youtu.be/VBwj73Qh-Eg
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WORKSHEET_COMPREHENSION_THE CHILDREN OF LIR
Long ago there was a king called Lir. He lived in a castle with his wife and four beautiful

children Fionnula, Aodh, Conn and Fiachra. Lir’s wife died. The king got married again to
Aoife. Aoife was beautiful but she was not the kind-hearted. Aoife grew jealous of lthe
children. She knew that Lir loved them more that he loved her. She wanted the King all for
herself.
One day Aoife took the children to swim in Lough Derravaragh, when the children were
playing Aoife took out a wand and cast a terrible spell on them, changing them into four
beautiful swans. One of the swans opened its beak and spoke with Fionnula’s voice:
“What have you done to us?” Aoife cackled “I have put a spell on you. You will be swans

for nine hundred years. You will spend three hundred years on this lake, three hundred on
the Sea of Moyle and three hundred on the waters of Inish Glora. Only the sound of a
magical bell can break the spell”
When the children did not return home that evening, the king went to look for them, but
all he saw were four beautiful swans. Fionnula called out to him and told him what Aoife
had done to them. Lir returned to his castle and pleaded with Aoife to reverse the spell.
Aoife refused. Lir became very angry and banished her from his kingdom. Lir spend all his
time beside the lake talking to his children and listening to their singing. When Lir grew old

and died the children were very sad.
After three hundred years on the lake, they moved to the sea of Moyle. When the time
came they flew to Inis Glora. One morning they heard the sound of the bell. They swam to
shore. They met Caomhog. He was stunned when he saw the four swans turn into four old
people in front of him. Fionnuala put her arms around her brothers, they were so happy to
be human again. They were now 900 years old. Caomhog listened to their sad story.
When they finish their story, the children, now old and withered, die, change into stars and
join their father and mother.
QUESTIONS
How many children did Lir have? _______________________________________________________
What were their names?_______________________________________________________________
Who turned them into swans? __________________________________________________________
Why did she do this?___________________________________________________________________
How many years were they swans?_____________________________________________________
Name one place they had to stay as swans?____________________________________________

What did they hear that turned them back into humans?________________________________
What did the children turn into when they died?________________________________________
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BEYOND THE PLAY - ART
CURRICULUM LINK: ART/HISTORY

Image available at:
https://excellentstreetimages.com/in-the-year-twentytwentyone/public-art-photograhed-using-aniphone/children-of-lir/

The statue of the Children of Lir by Oisín Kelly is in the Garden of Remembrance. The Garden of Remembrance is a small quiet park in Dublin City Centre. It was inspired by the poem ‘Easter 1916’ by WB Yeats, and commissioned by the Irish Government for the 50th
Anniversary of the 1916 Rising in 1966. It is the official memorial to the men and women
who gave their lives to the cause of Irish freedom. It is a symbolic piece of art rather than
a straightforward representation of 1916. Sometimes art does not show us directly what it
means. This is called symbolism.
Activity_Discussion
·

What do you see?

·

Why do you think the artist chose the Children of Lir?

·

What do you think the falling children represent?

·

What do the swans flying towards the sky represent?

·

Why do you think they put it in the Garden of Remembrance?

Teacher’s note The sculpture was created as a sign of rebirth and resurrection. In this context King Lir’s wife’s curse leaves his children waiting 900 years for freedom. When the
curse is finally lifted and the chains are broken the children are again human but old and
withered, symbolizing Ireland’s long fight for freedom. The dream of the hope of a free
Ireland is represented by the swans soaring into the sky.
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WORKSHEET_INVESTIGATING COMMEMORATIVE PUBLIC ART
Below are four pieces of commemorative sculptures in public spaces.
Choose one, to investigate, then:
·

Describe what you see.

·

Find out where it is?

·

Tell us who or what the statue is commemorating

·

Tell us if you think it captures what it is commemorating. How? Why?

Teacher’s Note: Here are some suggestions. Though there is a work sheet
this could be develop into project work looking through the lens of art and
history.

·

https://www.flickr.com/photos/
paraicbrennan/3610658447

https://
www.irishtimes.com/lifeand-style/abroad/thecork-girl-who-was-firstthrough-ellis-island-s-gates
-1.2958208
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https://
irishrocknrollmuseum.com/
museum/thin-lizzy/

https://
ramblingwombat.wordpress.com/2017/
05/03/hands-across-thedivide/
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WORKSHEET_INVESTIGATING COMMEMORATIVE PUBLIC ART
NAME:___________________________________________________________________
·

Describe what you see.

·

Find out where it is?

·

Tell us who or what the statue is commemorating

·

Tell us if you think it captures what it is commemorating. How? Why?

Name of Art Piece _______________________________________________________
Artist_____________________________________________________________________
Where is it?_______________________________________________________________
Who or what is the statue commemorating?_______________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Describe what you see?__________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Does it capture what it commemorates?__________________________________
How?____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Do you think it would make people remember or be curious about what it is
commemorating? _______________________________________________________

Why?____________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
What person or from history would you commemorate?__________________
________________________________________________________________________
Why?___________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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BEYOND THE PLAY - MUSIC
CURRICULUM LINK: MUSIC/ENGLISH/GEOGRAPHY/ART
ACTIVITY-HOW TO
1.

MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

A STRING INSTRUMENT

You will need:

Long skinny elastic bands
Four lolly pop sticks
A cardboard box - option to colour it beforehand.

·

Cut a hole in one the larger sides of the box.

·

Glue two lolly pop sticks together.

·

Glue them to either side of hole

·

Stretch elastic bands around box and acs the hole. You might want to use a staple or tape to keep them in place.

2.

A PERCUSSION INSTRUMENT

You will need:

A plastic bottle - any size
Dry rice

·

Put rice into bottle

·

Put back on lid

·

Shake bottle

3.

A WIND INSTRUMENT

You will need:

A toilet roll insert - option to decorate
Grease proof paper or strong crepe paper
An elastic band

·

Cut enough grease proof paper to cover one end of the toilet roll insert

·

Secure with elastic band

·

Put a hole near the end with the paper on it

·

Hum into side without paper on it.

FOR MORE IDEAS: https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guide/5-instruments-kids-can-make
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WORKSHEET_MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
NAME_______________________________________________
How many new words can you make with the letters of ORCHESTRA e.g. rose, eat, star.
1.

______________

6.

_____________ 11. _____________ 16. _____________

2.

____________

7.

_____________ 12. _____________ 17. _____________

3.

____________

8.

_____________ 13. _____________ 18. _____________

4.

____________

9.

_____________ 14. _____________ 19. _____________

5.

____________

10. _____________ 15. _____________ 20. _____________

Who is playing what? - Double Bass; Viola; Cello; Violin

Can you unravel these letters to find more instruments

PHRA

TARUGI

JABON

KULEELU

IOPAN

YERL

________

_________

__________

_________

________

______

MRUSD

UFLTE

PMTETRU

INATGREL

RINLCTEA

TROENC

________

________

___________

__________

__________

__________

What do musical instruments sound like? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZ5WMZUbKy4
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BEYOND THE PLAY - REDUCE, RE-USE AND RECYCLE
CURRICULUM LINK: ENGLISH/ART
The BOY finishes his crisps, and throws the packet on the forest floor.
MAN.

(without looking up) Pick that up.

BOY

No.

MAN

(severe) Pick it up.

BOY

You can’t tell me what to do.

MAN

(stops digging, threatening) Pick. It. Up.

The BOY picks it up.
BOY.

What do I do with it now?

MAN

Not my problem.

BOY

I don’t want this crappy crisp packet.

MAN

You can’t throw it on the ground.

BOY

Why?

MAN

It won’t decompose. It will be stuck here.

Did You Know:
·
The average person creates almost 2.5 kg of trash per day.
·

Cardboard boxes can be recycled at least seven times and can be used to make
new packaging boxes and even furniture.

·

Aluminum drink cans can be recycled into a new one and put back on the shelf injust 60 days and can be recycled over and over again.

·

Every year, 2.4 million tons of recycled glass are used to make new bottles and jar
and it can be recycled endlessly.

·

If you recycle one glass bottle, it saves enough energy to light a 100-watt bulb for
four hours, power a computer for 30 minutes, or a television for 20 minutes.

·

Recycling one aluminum can saves enough energy to run a 55-inch HDTV.

·

The paper pulp and press board that comes from recycled cartons can be used to
make toilet paper, paper towels, or even eco-friendly building materials like roof
cover boards.
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WORKSHEET_REFUSE, REUSE, REDUCE, RECYCLE, REPURPOSE, RECIRCULATE
QUESTIONS TO ASK
RETHINK - WILL I USE THIS? DO I NEED IT? DO I HAVE SOMETHING ALREADY LIKE THIS THAT DOES THE SAME
THING?
REFUSE - DO I NEED IT?
REUSE - CAN I USE THIS AGAIN?
REPAIR - CAN I FIX THIS?
REDUCE - DO I NEED THAT MUCH?
RECYCLE - CAN THIS BE RECYCLED WHEN I AM FINISHED WITH IT?
REPURPOSE - COULD THIS BE USED FOR OR MADE INTO SOMETHING ELSE?
RECIRCULATE - WOULD THIS BE USEFUL TO SOMEONE ELSE?
There is so much rubbish and waste in the world and Marty wants to cut down on their
contribution. Using the questions can you help Marty decide what they should do?
1. Marty is offered extra of serviettes with their meal. They should ____________________ it.
2. A button falls of a shirt Marty owns. They should __________________________________ it.

3. Marty has grown out of their jumper. They should _______________________________ it .
4. Marty drinks from a plastic bottle of water. They should __________________________ it.
5. Marty buys a reusable water bottle. They should _________________________________it.
6. Marty usually buys a two litre of fizzy drink but it goes flat before they finish it. They
should ______________________.
7. Marty sees another reusable water bottle that they like. They should _______________it.
8. Marty has an old beach bucket at home. They should ___________________________ it.
Think of examples you do or could try:
RETHINK - _____________________________________________________________________________
REFUSE - ______________________________________________________________________________
REUSE - _______________________________________________________________________________
REPAIR - ______________________________________________________________________________
REDUCE - _____________________________________________________________________________
RECYCLE -____________________________________________________________________________
REPURPOSE - __________________________________________________________________________
RECIRCULATE - _________________________________________________________________________
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A Synopsis

There is an Old Man, a composer in fact, digging a hole in a forest somewhere. It’s not a forest we
could ever find by looking, it’s a place that finds us when it is our time. This man is cursed to spend
eternity in this place because of a bad deal he made with a bird a long time ago. The Old Man is
digging a hole in the forest floor in order to bury his cello.
On this particular day the old man meets a young boy. This isn’t his first time to meet a young boy,
or indeed a young girl or an old woman or a middle aged man. He’s met billions of them before.
The Boy tells the man he is running away from crooks and liars.
This Boy is a musician, a violin player in fact. He has his violin on his back. He is also in possession of
a packet of crisps. The old man makes a request for a crisp, something that the boy initially refuses.
He makes the excuse that he needs these crisps for his journey and the old man is annoyed at this.

Then, The Boy discovers he needs something from The Old Man. He suggests that he throws his
violin into this hole in the forest floor in order to lighten his load for his journey. The Old Man, still
annoyed that he didn’t get a crisp, refuses. The Old Man is a little irked that the boy refused him a
crisp.
The Boy reveals that he has a second bag of crisps. He lied about only having one. The man is
shocked. The boy offers to make a deal, to give one crisp in exchange for burying his violin. The
Old Man debates this, he’s not very good at making deals, but ultimately accepts. He really wants
that crisp.
The Old Man devours his crisp, then quickly discovers that he’s going to need more if he’s to
continue digging. One crisp isn’t enough nourishment for this activity. The Boy is furious, he can’t
stand liars and crooks. The Old Man feels bad for upsetting The Boy and offers to bury his violin
instead of his cello. The Boy accepts and throws the violin into the hole in the ground.
The two musicians stand by this shallow hole in the ground looking at the violin. They discuss The
Boy’s career – did he play many concerts? Did he engage with all the greats? The Boy lets the old
man know that he did not play many concerts, he did not engage with all the greats. He only ever
wanted to play one piece of music through and he didn’t even achieve that. His teacher quit on
him just when they were getting to the end.
The Boy tells the man that his music teacher was a crook and a liar. The man assumes that The Boy
is running away from that teacher. The Old Man asks what the piece of music that he was learning
was, and The Boy tells him it is called swansong. The Old Man sighs.
Just as The Boy is about to resume his journey The Old Man plays a section from swansong. The Boy
is astonished, how does This Old Man know this piece of music? The Boy asks him and The Old Man
tells him that he wrote it. The Boy can’t believe this. If this man wrote swansong then he would be…
very old. Ancient, in fact. That’s impossible.
The Old Man tells The Boy the story of the curse that he is subject to. He tells him about coming
across a bird in the forest that he made a deal with. A deal that resulted in him being trapped in
the forest forever, and destined to meet every person who has… then the man trails off.
The Old Man offers to teach The Boy the ending to swansong. The Boy reveals that his teacher was
in fact his mother and that when he was too sick to be taught the violin anymore his mother had to
choose to be his mother and not his teacher. The Old Man understands and then teaches The Boy
the ending.
They play together and when The Boy comes to the end of the piece of music he disappears. All
that is left of him is his violin on the forest floor. The Old Man picks up this violin and places it into the
hole he has been digging.
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CAST NOTES
Richard Evans | Actor
Richard is from the UK. His first connection to Ireland was performing in the Wexford Opera Festival in 1972! Shakespeare has permeated much of his career. Two years ago, he came back to Ireland to Ardmore Studios to play a
German undertaker in Miss Scarlett and The Duke.
Stage credits include Enemy Of The People (Derby) Jerusalem (Watermill), Cacophony of Change, Wordsworth
(Theatre by the Lake), The Prince and The Pauper (Unicorn), Hope Light & Nowhere (Edinburgh), Hamlet (Northern
Broadsides), Saturn Returns (Finborough), The Crucible (Bolton), Burial at Thebes (Nottingham), As You Like It
(Derby), Macbeth, Antony & Cleopatra, Beowulf (English Shakespeare), As You Like It (Greenwich), Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern are Dead (Bury St Edmonds), two seasons at Chichester, Pickwick Papers and Unlawful Killing
(Wolsey, Ipswich), Much Ado (Oxford), Julius Caesar (Royal Exchange, Manchester), The Secret Garden
(Manchester), Moll Flanders (Bristol), The Weavers (Gate Theatre), Richard IV (Northcott Theatre), Under the Greenwood Tree (Vaudeville). Screen credits include Miss Scarlett and The Duke, Woman in Gold, Being Human, The Trip,
The Conspiracy Theories, Pinocchio Effect, The Brief, North and South, Fight To The Death, The Gathering, Inspector
Linley Mysteries, One Foot In The Grave, Peak Practice, Between the Lines, Mitch, Rumpole, Dempsey and Makepeace, Auf Wiedersehn Pet.

Ella Maria Carmen | Actor
Ella is from Dublin and is based there. She is a graduate of the TU Dublin Conservatoire of Music and
Drama with a BA in Drama (Performance). Earlier this year saw her graduate from the 1-year full-time
screen acting course in Bow Street Academy, Dublin. She plays ‘Rosie’ in Whackala’s short film
‘#Nana’sRock’ (post-production) directed by Leticia Agudo and produced by Julie Ryan. Screen
credits also include Award Winning Short ‘A DEATH IN THE FAMILY’ directed by Kate Haley (Four Court
Films), ‘SLAB’ directed by Donna Cloke (Little Angel Productions and Benpix Films) ‘THE DOIREANN
PROJECT’ directed by Alex Siepren (RTE Player Productions), ‘EVIDENCE OF EVIL’ directed by Mick
Staines (Peninsula Television). Stage credits include ‘Multi-Role’ in CLEARNACE (SASH) directed by
Leah Moore, ‘Gwen’ in CELLO (Dublin Gay Theatre festival) directed by LesleyAnn Reiley,
‘Magpie’ (Titular) in MAGPIE, directed by Bríd Ní Chomáin. Stage credits while training in TU Conservatoire Dublin and Columbia College Chicago include ‘Lucetta’ in THE ROVER, directed by Peter
McDermot, ‘Mae’ in BECKETT’S FOOTFALLS’ directed by Brian Shaw, ‘Mandy’ in SAY DE KOONING, directed by Lexi Noseworthy and ‘Grace Gifford’ in A TERRIBLE BEAUTY, directed by Mary Moynihan. Ella
was selected as one of two actors to train in Columbia College Chicago on an Erasmus, where she
trained in Improv under John Hildirth.
Shane O’Reilly | Writer
Shane O’Reilly is an actor and a writer. Swansong is his first time to write for Barnstorm Theatre Company. Shane’s
recent theatre writing work includes: windowpane (The Abbey Theatre; Dear Ireland); Gold in the Water (Coming
in 2023); The Water Boys (Equinox Theatre); Näher…closer, nearer, sooner (Liz Roche Company); FOLLOW, FARM
and CARE (co-created with WillFredd Theatre); The Matador (Show in a Bag) The Genealogy Project
(development showing at The Abbey Theatre, 2017). Shane’s film writing includes: PAL (Culture Night 2020); Näher
(co-created with Liz Roche and directed by Alan Gilsenan). He is currently in development with Equinox and KCat
on a new experimental documentary film. As an actor Shane worked with Barnstorm on many productions and
has performed with The Abbey Theatre, The Gate Theatre, Rough Magic, Druid, Landmark, and Prime Cut along
with other Irish and international companies.
Philip Hardy | Director
Company Artistic Director Philip Hardy has directed most of Barnstorm’s plays since its founding, with a focus on
developing the company’s style. Philip has directed plays by Maeve Ingoldsby (Silly Bits of Sky, The Bus, Kevin’s Story); Mike Kenny (Boy with a Suitcase; Jack; The Song from the Sea), along with commissions: A Murder of Crows,
The Ice Child and The Messenger (Mike Kenny); The Bockety World of Henry & Bucket by Sarah Argent with Barn-
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Vincent Dempsey | Production Manager
Vincent has been General Manager at Barnstorm Theatre Company since 1998. He is also Production Manager
and Tour Manager on the professional productions for young audiences. Vincent is a Steering Group member in
the NCFA (National Campaign for the Arts), a volunteer-led grass roots movement advocating for the arts in Ireland. Vincent was Schools Liaison Officer at TEAM Theatre, Ireland’s foremost TIE (theatre in education) company
for many years, and subsequently on their Board of Directors.
Mark Galione | Lighting Designer
London-born Mark has been living in Dublin since 1995, and has worked with Barnstorm for many years. Mark was
a technical manager for Sadler’s Wells Theatre, London before becoming a full-time lighting designer. His designs
include work for Nigel Charnock, Emilyn Claid, Ricochet, Small Axe, Gaby Agis, Sadler’s Wells, The Royal Ballet,
Sherman Theatre and Soho Theatre Companies. In Ireland Mark has designed for Irish Modern Dance Theatre,
CoisCéim, Dance Theatre of Ireland, Peacock Theatre, Fibín, Hands Turn, Classic Stage Ireland, Barabbas, Holocaust Memorial Day at The Waterfront, Vesuvius, The Ark, Gúna Nua, The Lir, Gonzo Theatre, Civic Theatre, Peer to
Peer, Theatre Lovett.

Alma Kelliher | Composer
Alma is a composer, sound designer and musician based in Dublin. She works across a range of media from large
scale theatre on the West End to dance, live art, film,commercials and everything in between. Winner of the 2013
Irish Times Theatre Award for sound design for riverrun, and musical brain behind THISISPOPBABY‘s smash hit show
RIOT. her music has been performed throughout Europe, USA, Asia and Australia. Favourite work in Ireland and the
UK include: RIOT (THISISPOPBABY) fresh from sell out run to 10,000 people at Vicar Street, RIOT toured the world
throughout 2018. It will return to Vicar Street in 2019; The Casement Project (Fearghus Ó Conchúir) and In The
Shadow of The State (Jesse Jones and Sarah Brown) both part of The Arts Council’s OPEN CALL series for 2016; I’m
Roger Casement, a film directed by Dearbhla Walsh; Laika (Unicorn Theatre, London); The Elephantom (New London Theatre – West End and Royal National Theatre, London); riverrun (worldwide tour with Emergency Room)
Winner Best Sound Design, Irish Times Theatre Awards 2013.
Cameron Macaulay | Sound Design
Composer, sound designer and theatre maker currently based in London. Composition and sound design credits
include The Water Orchard (Project Arts Centre, Dublin, Collapsing Horse); Give Me Your Skin (Battersea Arts Centre, London); Before Monsters Were Made (Irish Tour 2017, 15th Oak), Bears in Space (59e59 Theaters, New York,
2016, Soho Theatre, London, 2015 and Edinburgh Fringe Festival 2014, Collapsing Horse); East of Berlin
(Brinkmanship Theatre); Anna Bella Eema (Rough Magic SEEDS) To Space (Adelaide Fringe 2016, Edinburgh Fringe,
2015); Everything Between Us (Rough Magic); Reckoners (Tiger Dublin Fringe 2014, 15th Oak); At Sea (Tiger Dublin
Fringe 2014, Just The Lads); The Rise and Fall of The City of Mahagonny (Rough Magic); Snow Angels; Way To
Heaven (Rough Magic SEEDS); Tender Napalm (Sugarglass Theatre).
Andrew Clancy | Set Design
Andrew has designed for about thirty stage productions including Pan Pan Theatre’s Deflowerfucked, Mac-Beth
7, One – healing with theatre, Oedipus Loves You, The Idiots and Embers. Dead Centre Theatre Company's Souvenir, Lippy and Chekhov's First Play and Hamnet. Barnstorm's Jack, Monday's Child, The Messenger, Barney Carey
and Boy with the Suitcase; The Patient Gloria for the DTF 2018. Recent productions of Collapsing Horse's A very old
man with enormous wings. and, Beckett 's First Play by Dead Centre 2019 DTF. Andrew is a graduate of the National College of Art and Design (1991). Awards: Best Set Design, Irish Times Theatre Awards, 2014 for "Embers" (Pan
Pan)
Laura Murphy | Stage Manager
After graduating from University College Cork with her degree in Drama and Theatre Studies, Laura worked as a
technician and tutor in Granary Theatre, UCC and Solstice Arts Centre, Navan. She then took on the role of Technical Stage Manager in Draíocht, Blanchardstown. She is now a freelance stage manager and technician with
credits including Levin&Levin for BrokenCrow, Violet Gibson for Noggin Theatre, The Body Brothers at ESB Scienceblast, Wunderground, touring for Ceol Connected and Venue Technical Manager for Outrage by Fishamble at
The Pump House, Dublin Port. She joined Barnstorm for the end of their tour of Alice and the Wolf in 2021and is delighted to be working with the company again on Swansong.
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FEEDBACK FORM
We would love to hear your comments and suggestions so that we can continuously improve
our programmes for our community of schools.
We would really appreciate hearing from you on how we did with ‘Swansong’.
School________________________
Contact name____________________________

5 - Excellent 4 - Good 3 - Alright 2 - Poor 1- Very Poor
Pre-visit workshop
Content
Delivery
Usefulness

5

The Play
Relevance
Appropriateness
Usefulness

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

Production
Quality
Experience
Value for money

5

4

3

2

1

Post-show workshop
Content
Delivery
Usefulness

5

4

3

2

1

Resource Pack
Relevance
Usefulness
Presentation

5

4

3

2

1

Additional comments or suggestions

Please return by email to anna@barnstorm.ie
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Teacher’s Resource Pack
Created by Siobhán Tulloch and Anna Galligan

Cover image and poster
designed by Tom Feehan at Dynamite

We would very much appreciate any comments you and
your pupils, would care to send us in response to Swansong
and to this Pack.
Letters, comments, paintings, responses, etc. can be sent
to:
Barnstorm Theatre Company,
3 John’s Quay, Kilkenny R95 T382
Or email us at
anna@barnstorm.ie
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